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Abstract 

 

Detecting Software Architecture Deviations in Development Workflows 

 

Walter E. Scarborough, M.S.E. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2015 

 

Supervisor: K. Suzanne Barber 

 

Software architectures are carefully designed with desirable qualities for software 

products, but they are often changed as code implementations evolve over time. If changes 

are not monitored and repaired, then a software product can lose the beneficial qualities 

and advantages intended and accounted for by its original architecture. There is a strong 

business case for detecting and fixing architecture deviations as early in the development 

lifecycle as possible. 

There is a growing class of architecture recovery tools that have been developed by 

the academic and commercial industries, and some of them can be repurposed to serve as 

architecture deviation detection tools. This paper surveys the availability of current 

academic tools and details an experiment that used six commercial tools to attempt to detect 

known architecture deviations in a Java dictionary application. In doing so, three unique 

software architecture deviation metrics were uncovered. Although none of the tools used 

in the experiment could be easily incorporated into an automated development workflow, 

they do serve as proof of concept that future tools would be capable of detecting 

architecture deviations and could be more suitable for inclusion in automated workflows. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

One of the often touted benefits of investing in software architecture design is that 

it leads to cheaper maintenance costs. The financial savings of having a well designed 

architecture are far greater than the cost of hiring an architect. However, after the initial 

architecture design and code implementation are both completed and the end product is 

released, it is natural to expect an implementation to gradually shift away from the original 

architecture unless it is regularly checked and corrected accordingly. There is an inherent 

disconnect between an architecture and its corresponding implementation because there is 

no way to enforce that the implementation faithfully follows the guidelines set by the 

architecture [1]. At best, an architect can hand off a design to a development team and hope 

that they avoid deviating from the intended design for the first release – not to mention the 

myriad of inevitable future releases. 

Part of the problem is that software architecture is still generally underutilized 

throughout the software industry. Architecture recovery and evaluation can not occur 

without spending time developing an architecture beforehand. This type of design requires 

an investment of time and effort, as well as a commitment to a long term vision, that some 

organizations are either unable or unwilling to provide. For other organizations that do 

invest in software architectures, there is still a general lack of awareness and a lack of tools 

for maintaining them. Architecture recovery has seen more research than deviation 

detection, but it clearly has not matured yet due to the lack of industry standard tools and 

best practice research tools. This is likely due to the difficulty of recovering architectures, 

and the burden of porting tools to different implementation languages. However, there are 

clear and well known cost benefits to fixing bugs (especially architectural ones) as early as 
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possible. Understanding that all codebases will drift from their original design over time, 

how can these cost benefits be attained and how can architectural drift be addressed? 

One solution to this is to check a code implementation for architectural 

conformance, but this raises new questions. How often should an implementation’s 

architecture be checked, and how should conformance be measured? Since architecture 

bugs are best fixed earlier rather than later, running an architecture conformance test suite 

should ideally be a standard part of good DevOps [2] practices. Just as a company with a 

high quality product would insist on running a unit test suite before releasing a product, it 

is reasonable to assume that they would want to do a similar check for architectural 

conformance if there was a reasonable way to do so via automation. If architectural 

deviations are not corrected, then the end product will eventually lose the qualities 

embodied in the original architecture and the value of the original investment in designing 

an architecture will diminish. Architectural conformance between a codebase and its 

intended software architecture can be viewed as a useful software metric for measuring 

architectural drift. This metric can be tracked in accordance with an organization’s goals 

relating to product quality and cost/benefit. Long term tracking could be facilitated by 

including an architectural drift metric in a Goal Question Metric plan [3]. 

Although an architecture review can be manually done by an architect, this requires 

a significant time and energy investment from an organization and it may be infeasible to 

do so on a regular basis (e.g. conducting architecture reviews in accordance with a swift 

product release cycle). This makes automation an attractive alternative for assessing 

architectural conformance, and this is consistent with other industry best practices. 

Developers are far more likely to write a good unit test suite than to manually validate 

functions in code.  An architecture conformance test suite would benefit development 
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workflows in a similar way by saving time and adding a much needed layer of consistency 

between architecture and development lifecycles. 

The goal in automated software architecture deviation detection is to find deviations 

as soon as possible so that corrective actions can be taken as needed. This is especially 

important since architectural defects often cost more to fix than other types of errors [4], 

and these types of errors are arguably more likely to occur the further an implementation 

moves away from its original architecture. 
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Chapter 2 

Automated Software Architecture Reconstruction 

2.1 ARCHITECTURE RECONSTRUCTION METHODS 

There have been a variety of approaches to software architecture reconstruction 

with the simplest being manual recovery. Manual recovery can work for smaller systems, 

but larger and more complex systems require some degree of automation and/or tool 

support [5]. The basic process for architecture reconstruction remains the same whether it 

is performed manually or by automation: 

 
1. Extract data from source code 
2. Analyze extracted data 
3. Create architecture views/artifacts 

This process can be automated to some extent, and the limits of automation can be 

difficult to discern. Most recovery approaches advocate a hybrid approach with automation 

handling the extraction and artifact creation processes, along with parts of the analysis 

portion [6]. Human involvement is generally needed to interpret data and artifacts 

generated by the analysis process. Data extraction and analysis techniques used in software 

architecture recovery include using code parsers, Abstract Syntax Tree analyzers, and 

custom architecture design pattern recognition libraries [7]. 

Software architecture deviation detection is related to architecture reconstruction 

for the first two steps in the process (extraction and analysis, respectively). However, it 

differs in the third step because full architecture views are not necessary for deviation 

detection. Studying the approaches, limitations and design decisions of software 

architecture recovery tools may help to develop new architecture measurement tools in the 

future. 
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2.2 WHAT IS RECOVERABLE BY AUTOMATION 

If architecture conformance can be measured as a software metric, then how should 

it be measured and what data points should be examined? For the sake of adopting an 

automated approach, this depends largely on what is possible to detect via automation with 

present day tools and techniques. It is important to note that an automated check does not 

guarantee an architecture to be correct. Instead, it conveys a certain level of confidence 

about the degree of architectural conformity depending on how thorough the check was 

(similar to unit tests for implementations). Deriving an unknown architecture from an 

existing codebase is considerably different than checking a known architecture for 

deviation with a codebase because it is considerably more difficult to automate architecture 

construction than to gather metrics and compare them against a baseline. Human 

involvement is necessary in recovering an unknown architecture due to the need to evaluate 

collected data and arrange it in a coherent way. In this kind of scenario, automation and 

tools aid in collecting data but the architect still evaluates, processes and arranges it 

manually. Detecting architectural deviations is more suitable for automation because it has 

a smaller scope and is ultimately a metrics comparison. 

If metrics indicate that an implementation has deviated from its intended 

architecture, then human intervention is still necessary to correct the error. There are also 

still considerable limits to automation including identifying the use of design patterns in an 

implementation. Some implementations will use design patterns that fit well with the 

language and target function/component despite not having a direct corollary specified in 

an architecture description. Some academic tools including Marple [8] have started 

addressing this problem, and it is likely that each implementation language will need its 

own set of common design patterns addressed accordingly. For example, a messaging 

component implemented in an object oriented language may use the observer pattern [9] 
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whereas a functional language implementation may use a different mechanism altogether. 

From an architectural perspective, the actual implementation and design patterns being 

used are not as important as long as the implementation interfaces conform to the design 

described by the architecture specification as closely as possible. For this reason, design 

pattern detection is arguably more useful for deriving new architectures rather than 

detecting architectural deviations. Detecting architectural deviations can be done without 

having to derive an entire architecture as long as the correct deviation metric boundaries 

are known [10]. For this purpose, it is presumed that the intended architectural style is 

already known and documented. 
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Chapter 3 

Architecture Recovery Tools 

3.1 OVERVIEW OF CURRENT TOOLS 

There is considerable research interest in software architecture recovery, but that 

has not always led to the creation of useful tools or industry adoption. The architecture 

recovery tools that do exist have been largely done as research projects with varying 

degrees of maturity and various degrees of deprecation. Table 3.1 shows a survey of code 

availability and most recent release dates from architecture recovery tool projects created 

by researchers in academia. Most of these projects are not publicly maintained after their 

corresponding research is published, and source code is often not released to the public. 

This stands in stark contrast to the general availability of most community driven open 

source projects, and suggests that there is a general disconnect between the academic 

research community and the open source community. 
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Table 3.1: Software Architecture Reconstruction Tools from Academia 

Tool Name 

Last Date 

Updated (as of 

6/2015) 

Public Source Code 

Available (as of 6/2015) 

Public Binary 

Available (as of 

6/2015) 

Alborz [11] 2007 Yes Yes 

Archimetrix 

[12] 
2014 Yes Yes 

ArchJava [13] 2005 Yes Yes 

ArchView [14]  No No 
Armin [15]  No No 

Bauhaus [16 ]  No No 

BUNCH [17 ] 2003 No Yes 

ChangeDistiller 

[18] 

2013 Yes Yes 

Dali [19] 
 No No 

Discotect [20] 2007 Yes Yes 

Marple [21] 2013 No Yes 

PBS [22] 2001 Yes Yes 

Rigi [23] 2003 Yes Yes 

SAVE [24]  No No 

Softwarenaut 

[25] 

2013 Yes Yes 

Star Diagram 

[26] 

2000 No Yes 
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However, there are considerably more commercial tools that exist for examining 

code implementations, and some of these are capable of gathering metrics that are suitable 

for measuring architecture conformance. Although these tools were not designed for 

measuring architectures, they can still provide useful data if the appropriate metrics are 

chosen when using them. 

3.2 GENERATING UML VS. DERIVING ARCHITECTURES 

The usefulness of a tool for the sake of automated architecture deviation detection 

depends on how deeply it looks into a codebase and the types of metrics that it gathers. For 

example, many tools are capable of generating UML [27] from code, but the generated 

UML diagrams vary greatly in their amount of detail. A single UML chart does not take 

coupling or component relation metrics into account, and this makes it less useful for 

architecture recovery and deviation detection purposes. It is also more readily readable by 

humans than by machines, which makes it more suitable for architecture recovery and less 

suitable for automated software architecture deviation detection. Ideally, deviation tool 

output should be machine parsable for the sake of being able to compare changes from a 

known base version. 

When recovering a full architecture from an implementation, it can be difficult to 

pinpoint exactly when the recovered architecture is complete due to the need for human 

involvement through derivation iterations. However, this is less of a problem with 

architecture deviation detection because tools are capable of gathering software 

measurements without human involvement. 
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Chapter 4 

Architecture Recovery Experiment 

 This chapter details an experiment designed to check the capabilities and accuracy 

of tools for architecture deviation detection. The experiment used commercial software 

architecture design and reconstruction tools to measure software architecture deviations in 

two implementations of a Java dictionary program. The first implementation matches the 

reference architecture as closely as possible, and the second one has three known 

architectural deviations. 

4.1 EXPERIMENT OVERVIEW 

 This experiment was conducted in order to better understand the capabilities of 

current tools, and to gain insight into incorporating future tools into development 

workflows. Although some tools used in the experiment were not designed for architecture 

derivation, they can still be useful. As long as a tool is capable of measuring derivation 

metrics, then it can still be used in some capacity for assessing deviations. Part of the 

general difficulty in this is that there are few tools to begin with, so the overall number of 

tool choices are limited. 

 The experiment tested two Java implementations of a project called “Gibberish” to 

see how closely they adhere to a preplanned formal architecture. Gibberish is dictionary 

software with support for multiple languages that was created for the sake of conducting 

this experiment. Both implementations include one library called Jackson [28] for parsing 

JSON used in reading/writing dictionary vocabulary data. 

The first implementation, “Implementation A”, was designed to adhere to the 

architecture as closely as possible. This implementation prioritizes architecture adherence 

above more idiomatic Java practices. For this experiment, it also served as a control to 
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show whether current tools are capable of accurately deriving known architectural metrics 

and attributes of interest. For example, if a tool was unable to validate known function 

dependencies in an implementation where the architecture is already known, then it would 

certainly be unable to detect them in an implementation with unknown modifications. 

 The second implementation, “Implementation B”, contains a series of known 

modifications from Implementation A. This experiment attempted to extract relevant 

architectural deviation metrics using the selected tools, and see which architectural changes 

introduced in Implementation B could be detected. The feasibility of tool integration into 

contemporary development workflows was also considered as a practical application of 

software architecture measurement. 

4.2 TOOLS 

 A wide array of tools from academic research and the commercial software industry 

were considered for the experiment. However, some of the academic tools had to be 

excluded due to general deprecation, project abandonment and broken dependencies. For 

example, Softwarenaut is a promising open source architecture recovery tool that had to be 

excluded due to a discontinued third party dependency. It requires a conversion tool from 

Java source code to the famix intermediary format [29], and the conversion tool 

recommended by the Softwarenaut project has been discontinued by the commercial 

company that developed it. This has left the project incompatible with Java until a 

replacement is introduced. Marple is another promising architecture recovery tool 

developed by academic researchers that had to be excluded from the experiment because 

it did not run under the current or previous versions of Eclipse. Due to the general 

unreliability of current academic research tools, the experiment was conducted with 
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commercial tools. This also provided an interesting view into the ways that the software 

industry has addressed architectural maintenance problems. 

 

 The tools that were used in the experiment are as follows: 
1. Borland Together version 12.7 
2. Enterprise Architect Ultimate version 12 
3. Imagix 4D version 8.0.5 
4. JArchitect Processional version 4.0.0 
5. IBM Rational Software Architect version 9.1 
6. Visual Paradigm Enterprise version 12.1 

 

All of the commercial tools included in the experiment were run using fully featured 

evaluation licenses. Some exported data and images are watermarked due to having been 

generated by an evaluation copy of the software, but all data and features provided by the 

tools were available when the experiment was conducted. 

4.3 GIBBERISH ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW 

 Gibberish is dictionary software designed to support multiple languages. The 

Gibberish architecture was kept relatively simple for the sake of focusing experimental 

deviation detection on desired metrics without having to deal with extraneous architectural 

information. It is expected that real world projects would be considerably more complex, 

and may not have established architectural baselines to use with measurements. In general, 

the architecture prioritizes simplicity by focusing on component reusability and 

modifiability. Since the product is required to support multiple human languages, 

reusability is especially important to prevent unnecessary duplicate functionality. This is a 

good example of the kind of architectural quality that a software company would want to 

preserve throughout various versions of their software implementations for the sake of 
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accomplishing long term business goals. Other architectural qualities are outlined in Table 

4.1 

Table 4.1: Gibberish Software Architecture Qualities 

Priority Quality Rationale 

1 Reusability 

The architecture/product 
should be able to be 
repurposed for other 

language families in the 
future. For example, 

stakeholders might want to 
add Korean someday, or 

release a version for 
European languages. 

2 Modifiability 

New features may need to 
be added in the future, so 

components should be kept 
relatively small and loosely 
coupled whenever possible 

to facilitate this. 

3 Scalability 

There are valid use cases 
for having hundreds of 
thousands of words and 

cross references between 
words for each language at 

the data layer, so the 
software product will need 

to be able to scale 
appropriately so as to 

handle this amount of data. 
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Table 4.1 (continued): Gibberish Software Architecture Qualities 

4 Scriptable 

This product may be 
incorporated into other 

products in the future - e.g. 
incorporated to an online 
translation service. It is 

important that its interface 
should be able to be used 

by a human or by a 
machine. 

5 Testability 

Components and functions 
need to be designed in such 
a way as to be testable so 
that translation accuracy 

can be ensured. 

 

 For the sake of simplicity in conducting the experiment, the architecture considers 

the end user to be the only consumer of the product. Since the product is a dictionary and 

allows users to add or remove words, users are also considered to be content producers. 

Producer and consumer roles are as follows: 

 

Roles 
l Consumer 
l User 

l Producer 
l User (adding new words) 
l Developer / Architect 
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There are only 8 functions specified by the architecture, which reduces complexity 

in terms of total number of functions, but increases function coupling and dependencies. 

These kinds of dependencies are sometimes unavoidable in software design, and are a 

useful metric for checking for architectural drift (i.e. the implementation should not 

significantly change function coupling dependencies beyond what was specified by the 

architecture). 

 

Table 4.2: Gibberish Software Architecture Functions 

Collect User Input: Retrieve and temporarily store user search input and target 
language. 

Inputs Input Text (from external) 

Outputs Input Word (transient data to “Display 

Input Prompt”) 

OR 

Target Language (transient data to 

“Display Input Prompt”) 

OR 

Target Word (transient data to “Display 

Input Prompt”) 

OR 

User Action (transient data to “Display 

Input Prompt”) 

 

Performer User 

Location/Environment Any location where the user can interact 

with the software 
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Table 4.2 (continued): Gibberish Software Architecture Functions 

Display Input Prompt: Manage User Display and Input 
Inputs User Action 

Outputs Text (to external) 

AND 

( 

Input Word (transient data to 

“Lookup Input Word”) 

Target Language (transient data 

to “Lookup Input Word”) 

) 

OR 

( 

Input Word (transient data to 

“Add Translation”) 

Target Language (transient data 

to “Add Translation”) 

Target Word (transient data to 

“Add Translation”) 

) 

OR 

( 

Input Word (transient data to 

“Remove Translation”) 
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Table 4.2 (continued): Gibberish Software Architecture Functions 

 Target Language (transient data 

to “Remove Translation”) 

) 

Performer System 

Location/Environment Any location where the user can interact 

with the software 

  
Display Output: Manages output display for end users 

Inputs Output Message 

Outputs Text (to external) 

Performer System 

Location/Environment Any location 

  
Lookup Input Word: Fetches and returns the requested translation 

Inputs Input Word (transient data from 

Display Input Prompt) 

AND 

Target Language (transient data from 

Display Input Prompt) 

AND 

Translated Word (uses languageStorage 

data element from LanguageBank 

Component) 
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Table 4.2 (continued): Gibberish Software Architecture Functions 

Outputs ( 

Input Word (transient data to 

Log Lookup Action) 

Target Language (transient data 

to Log Lookup Action) 

) 

OR 

( 

Input Word (transient data to 

Log Unknown Word) 

Target Language (transient data 

to Log Unknown Word) 

) 

AND 

Translated Word (transient data to 

Display Output) 

Performer System 

Location/Environment Any location 
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Table 4.2 (continued): Gibberish Software Architecture Functions 

Log Unknown Word: Records words without translations 
Inputs Input Word (transient data from Lookup 

Input Word) 

AND 

Target Language (transient data from 

Lookup Input Word) 

Outputs Updates unknownWordLog data 

element 

Performer System 

Location/Environment Any location 

  
Log Lookup Action: Records successful translation lookups 

Inputs Input Word (transient data from Lookup 

Input Word) 

AND 

Target Language (transient data from 

Lookup Input Word) 

 

Outputs Updates lookupActionLog data element 

Performer System 

Location/Environment Any location 
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Table 4.2 (continued): Gibberish Software Architecture Functions 

Add Translation: Adds a new translation to the dictionary and stores it 
Inputs Input Word (transient data from Display 

Input Prompt) 

AND 

Target Language (transient data from 

Display Input Prompt) 

AND 

Target Word (transient data from 

Display Input Prompt) 

Outputs Updates languageStorage data element 

Performer System 

Location/Environment Any location 

  
Remove Translation: Removes a translation from the dictionary 

Inputs Input Word (transient data from Display 

Input Prompt) 

AND 

Target Language (transient data from 

Display Input Prompt) 

 

Outputs Updates languageStorage data element 

Performer System 

Location/Environment Any location 
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In keeping with overall goals of simplicity and reusability, there are only 3 

components specified in the Gibberish architecture as shown in Table 4.3. Although this is 

a relatively small number of components compared to larger projects, the communication 

paths of these components are important for fulfilling the architectural goal of supporting 

modifiability. If communication is significantly changed between components, then it 

could have a negative impact on the end product (e.g. being unable to properly support 

multiple human languages due to the LanguageHandler component being unable to 

communicate with the LanguageBank component). Keeping the number of components 

small also had the added benefit of keeping the experiment focused and manageable. 
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Table 4.3: Gibberish Component Composition 

Component Functions and Data 

User I/O Handler Functions 

Collect User Input 

Display Input Prompt 

Display Output 

Language Handler Functions 

Lookup Input Word 

Log Unknown Word 

Log Lookup Action 

 

Data 

Unknown Word Log 

Lookup Action Log 

Language Bank Functions 

Add Translation 

Remove Translation 

 

Data 

Language Storage 
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Function dependencies in general are important to chart because they can help 

reveal deviations between architectures and implementations. For the sake of analyzing an 

implementation, mapping functions onto components can be compared to mapping 

functions onto classes, and any deviations are indications of architectural drift. Likewise, 

function call dependencies provide a good comparison for checking if refactoring has 

significantly changed communication paths beyond the boundaries specified by the 

architecture. A broad visual overview of communication between Gibberish components 

is provided in Figure 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1: Gibberish Component Visual Representation 
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 Since having an established formal architecture is crucial for measuring 

implementation architectures, function dependencies within components and between 

components were carefully documented in Tables 4.4 and 4.5. 

 

Table 4.4: Gibberish Function Dependencies 

Component Functions and Data 

FROM: User I/O Handler 

TO: Language Handler 

Lookup Input Word requires data Input 

Word from Display Input Prompt 

 

Lookup Input Word requires data Target 

Language from Display Input Prompt 

FROM: User I/O Handler 

TO: Language Bank 

Add Translation requires data Input Word 

from Display Input Prompt 

 

Add Translation requires data Target 

Language from Display Input Prompt 

 

Add Translation requires data Target Word 

from Display Input Prompt 

 

Remove Translation requires data Input 

Word from Display Input Prompt 
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Table 4.4 (continued): Gibberish Function Dependencies 

 Remove Translation requires data Target 

Language from Display Input Prompt 

  

FROM: Language Handler 

TO: User I/O Handler 

Display Output requires data Translated 

Word from Lookup Input Word 

  

FROM: Language Bank 

TO: Language Handler 

Lookup Input Word requires data 

Language Storage, which is allocated to 

component Language Bank 
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Table 4.5: Gibberish Function I/O Within Same Component 

Component Functions and Data 
User I/O Handler None 

Language Handler Log Unknown Word requires data Input 

Word from Lookup Input Word 

 

Log Unknown Word requires data Target 

Language from Lookup Input Word 

 

Log Lookup Action requires data Input 

Word from Lookup Input Word 

 

Log Lookup Action requires data Target 

Language from Lookup Input Word 

 

Log Unknown Word requires external 

data Unknown Word Log 

 

Log Lookup Action requires external data 

Lookup Action Log 

Language Bank Add Translation requires data Language 

Storage 

 

Remove Translation requires data 

Language Storage 
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 Coupling metrics that are specified at the architectural level should be reflected in 

implementations. However, implementation languages can differ wildly in terms of brevity 

and features, so a direct metric comparison between architecture and implementation may 

not always be useful. It is also worth noting that some languages will likely require more 

changes than others (e.g. an implementation using a functional language vs one using an 

object oriented language). However, it may be possible to account for this by establishing 

an acceptable range of architectural deviation for different domains and languages by 

tracking measurements across projects over time. 

 

Reference architecture metrics for Gibberish are as follows: 

COUPLING AND COHESION METRICS 

Number of Inputs/Outputs Between Components 
l User I/O Handler 

l Inputs: 1 
l Outputs: 7 

l Language Handler 
l Inputs: 1 
l Outputs: 1 

l Language Bank 
l Inputs: 5 
l Outputs: 3 

Number of Dependencies Between Components 
l User I/O Handler: 1 
l Language Handler: 2 
l Language Bank: 2 

Degree of Cohesion 
l User I/O Handler: 2/3 
l Language Handler: 2/3 
l Language Bank: 0 
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SIZE AND COMPLEXITY METRICS 

Number of Functions in a Component 
l User I/O Handler: 3 
l Language Handler: 3 
l Language Bank: 2 

Number of Data Elements in a Component 
l User I/O Handler: 0 
l Language Handler: 2 
l Language Bank: 1 

Number of Components in Blueprint 
l 3 

 

Component Complexity 

Component Complexity = number of data elements + number of functions + 

number of inputs/outputs for each function 

User I/O Handler 
l Component Complexity: 19 

l Number of Data Elements: 0 
l Number of Functions: 3 
l Number of Inputs and Outputs for Each Function 

l Collect User Input: 5 
l Display Input Prompt: 9 
l Display Output: 2 

Language Handler 
l Component Complexity: 19 

l Number of Data Elements: 2 
l Number of Functions: 3 
l Number of Inputs and Outputs for Each Function 

l Lookup Input Word: 8 
l Log Unknown Word: 3 
l Log Lookup Action: 3 

Language Bank 
l Component Complexity: 11 

l Number of Data Elements: 1 
l Number of Functions: 2 
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l Number of Inputs and Outputs for Each Function 
l Add Translation: 4 
l Remove Translation: 4 

 

4.4 GIBBERISH IMPLEMENTATION B DEVIATIONS 

Gibberish Implementation B has been created with a set of known deviations for 

the sake of assessing architecture tool effectiveness in this experiment. Despite these 

deviations, the software still behaves exactly as the original did from a user’s perspective. 

Architecture changes are categorized by type as follows: 

 
 
Class method / variables 

l Changes: added lookupWordAction(), addTranslationAction(), 
removeTranslationAction() to UserIOHandlerComponent 

l Rationale: these functions are only called by the UserIOHandler Component, and 
it is reasonable to assume that future refactoring may inadvertently move these 
functions over to this component. 

 
Function / method call cohesion 

l Changed as a result of moving lookupInputWord() from 
LanguageHandlerComponent to LanguageBankComponent 

l Changed as a result of adding lookupWordAction(), addTranslationAction(), 
removeTranslationAction() to UserIOHandlerComponent 

 
Component dependency chain deviation 

l Moved lookupInputWord() from LanguageHandlerComponent to 
LanguageBankComponent 

 
 

These changes are also shown visually in Figure 4.2. In this figure, red text 

represents removed functions and green text represents new functions for a given 

component. It is important to note that component communication pathways have changed 

since the LanguageHandler component no longer directly communicates with the 

UserIOHandler component. 
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Figure 4.2: Gibberish Component Deviation Visual Representation 
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4.5 SOFTWARE METRICS FOR DETECTING ARCHITECTURE DEVIATIONS 

 This project identified 3 unique software metrics for detecting architecture 

deviations. 

 
1. Class variable/method allocation measurement 

This measurement compares function and data allocation in architecture 

components to their corresponding class equivalents. Any discrepancies between the two 

may indicate some level of architectural drift. It assumes a 1:1 relationship between a 

component and a class, and as such may not be suitable for all implementations. A  

reasonable alternative for more complex implementations would be to map a virtual 

component over relevant areas of the implementation and check for consistency 

accordingly. 

 
2. Function call dependency measurement 

This measurement checks that function call dependencies between the architecture 

and the implementation match. For example, if the architecture specifies that Function A 

should be called 4 times during operation of a software product, then the implementation 

should match this to some degree of reasonable tolerance considering the implementation 

language. Ideally, this should be a perfect match because discrepancies would indicate a 

shift away from the original architecture. 

 
 

3. Component dependency measurement 

This measurement takes a higher overview than function call dependency checks 

by looking at dependencies from the component level rather than the function level. It can 

catch design changes that function call dependency checking might miss. For example, if 

function A is moved from component A to component B, then the function call dependency 
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hierarchy remains unchanged even though component composition has changed. By 

checking for dependencies from the component view, it is possible to detect these types of 

changes. 

  

The architectural drift reported by metrics should be concerning for stakeholders 

because it means that their software product may be gradually becoming less suitable for 

its intended purpose. Over time, this may impact goals for producers and consumers of the 

product. Deviations from a reference architecture won’t necessarily stop all products from 

performing as intended in the short term, but they are likely to cause integration, reuse, and 

maintenance issues in the long term. The changes made in Gibberish B have made it deviate 

enough from Gibberish A that some project goals would be harder to achieve with 

subsequent releases. This would be even worse if Gibberish were a product family with 

multiple versions and multiple releases all deviating over time. Table 4.6 shows how 

project goals have been impacted from architectural drift. 4 out of the 5 original long term 

goals have been directly affected by architectural drift despite the fact that software 

continues to provide the same immediate functionality expected in the short term. This 

serves a reminder that although sharing designs and code across projects can save time and 

development effort, it also requires a dedicated investment in consistent architecture 

conformance. 
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Table 4.6: Project Goal Impact from Gibberish Implementation B Deviations 

Quality Gibberish Implementation B Deviation Consequences 

Reusability 

Component reusability has been reduced across all three components 

because their responsibilities are no longer balanced. The User I/O 

Handler component is now responsible for far more than simple input 

and output, and now handles updating words in the Language Bank 

component. Similarly, the Language Handler Component has been 

reduced to providing simple logging functionality. Both of these are 

tightly coupled to the Language Bank component, and could not be 

easily reused. 

Modifiability 

Component responsibilities are no longer balanced, and the User I/O 

Handler component is now twice the size of the Language Bank 

Component and three times the size of the Language Handler 

Component. Any future feature updates to one of the functions moved 

into the User I/O Handler Component will likely increase its complexity 

further, and make it less maintainable over time. 

Scalability 

The Language Bank Component is the most obvious target for scalable 

updates in a Gibberish product family, and the reference architecture 

kept it relatively small so that it would be responsible for dictionary data 

management. In the deviation implementation, it is now responsible for 

the lookupInputWord() function, which means that future classes for 

language support would also have the added burden of supporting this 

function in addition to their original data management tasks. 
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Table 4.6 (continued): Project Goal Impact from Gibberish Implementation B Deviations 

Scriptable 
No significant impact from deviation since the User I/O Handler 

Component still provides all of its original functions. 

Testability 

Components and their responsibilities no longer match component 

names, and this may cause confusion for developers updating the 

product in the future. Furthermore, the unbalanced distribution of 

functionality across components will probably lead to needing more 

elaborate test fixtures and mocking tools to help compensate for the 

increased coupling between classes. 

 

Architecture deviation metrics highlight the presence of architectural drift in a 

product to help measure the amount of technical debt that a product has, and the amount of 

tolerable drift is likely to vary across projects since stakeholder needs will be different. 

Gibberish Implementation B introduces a significant amount of technical debt due to 

architecture changes, but would this necessarily hold true for all projects? At what point 

should architecture deviation become a high priority concern? This depends entirely on 

stakeholder and project goals, and some risk adjustment may be necessary depending on 

project goals. For example, updates to airplane navigation software would need to be 

carefully validated to ensure correct and safe operation, and would benefit from having 

minimal architecture drift between releases and across implementations. On the other hand, 

a startup company that produces consumer social media software may value time to market 

over architecture conformance and therefore be willing to take on a higher amount of 

technical debt in the short term for the sake of gaining market share more quickly. By 

tracking architecture drift, they would be able to decide when and to what extent corrective 
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actions would need to take place. In either scenario, the organizations developing both 

types of software products would benefit from having architecture tests for the sake of 

tracking trends and being able to make informed decisions as to how to best handle them, 

even if they are unable or unwilling to fix problems right away. 

The direct impact of architectural drift on any given project will depend in part on 

the implementation language, the complexity of the project being analyzed, and how much 

of the project codebase is shared with other projects. In most cases, there will be at least 

some difference between an implementation and its corresponding reference architecture. 

It is therefore important to distinguish between natural differences in implementation 

languages and architecture designs as opposed to meaningful architecture drift where a 

product design is being fundamentally altered over time. This will help architecture 

deviation metrics to provide more accurate and meaningful insights into software product 

quality. 

One approach to distinguishing between natural differences between 

implementations and architectures would be to collect baseline architecture drift 

measurements for various implementation languages and determine the average number of 

conformance errors that lead to altered architectures. One benefit to this approach is that 

baseline measurement data could be shared across organizations throughout the software 

development industry. However, it also allows for the possibility of serious architecture 

modifications going unnoticed if they fall within acceptable baseline deviation ranges. 

A more comprehensive and accurate approach would be to accommodate known 

natural differences between implementation and architecture in actual architecture 

conformance tests. This could be accomplished by mapping virtual components onto 

multiple implementation constructs (classes, functions, etc.) as needed, and adjusting test 

expectations accordingly (e.g. test for partial component conformance in class A, and 
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partial component conformance in class B in order to cover full component responsibilities 

as described in the reference architecture). This was unneeded in Gibberish because the 

implementation matched the reference architecture, but it may be more useful in more 

complex projects. 

There are probably more architecture deviation metrics and measurements in 

existence that have yet to be discovered. Each tool used in this experiment was evaluated 

to see whether it could detect these metrics, and by doing so, whether it could validate the 

original architecture adhered to by Gibberish Implementation A and detect the changes in 

Gibberish Implementation B. 

4.6 EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

 None of the tools used in this experiment support command line access, and are 

therefore not easily scriptable. Furthermore, none of tools allow for a direct diff [30] 

between different codebases (JArchitect does advertise this feature, it did not function 

correctly during the experiment). This meant that direct integration into development 

workflows was not possible, and that human involvement was needed to manually check 

tool output to see if any architectural deviations occurred. Interestingly enough, some tools 

were unable to detect all of the deviations in Gibberish Implementation B depending on 

their output capabilities. It is important to note that these tools were primarily designed for 

architecture design or recovery rather than direct measurement, and their output formats 

are indicative of this purpose. Every tool used in this experiment was capable of at least 

producing visual output in the form of diagrams, and most diagrams conveyed about the 

same level of detail. Tool output used in the experiment is compared in Table 4.7. 
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Table 4.7: Experiment Tool Measurement Capabilities 

 
Class 

Diagram 

Temporal 

Sequence 

Diagram 

Function 

Call 

Diagram 

Class 

Coupling 

Diagram 

Machine 

Parsable 

Output 

Borland 

Together 
✓ ✓ ✓   

Enterprise 

Architect 
✓     

Imagix 4D ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓	

JArchitect ✓  ✓ ✓ 	

IBM 

Rational 

Software 

Architect 

✓   ✓ 	

Visual 

Paradigm 
✓ ✓    

 

 Each type of diagram is useful in different ways and for examining different 

measurements. All output formats except for machine parsable output require some human 

involvement for interpretation. All output diagrams and artifacts used in this experiment 

will be briefly shown and explained to help interpret the experiment results. 
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Class Diagram 

Class diagrams showed class composition, which is relatable to component composition. 

This helped to see if any functions and/or data had been moved from their original 

components to a new location. However, it did not provide any information about function 

call dependencies or component dependencies. Figures 4.2 through 4.7 show class 

diagrams generated by all tools. Most tools generated a similar level of detail, though 

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 also incorporated some extra function dependency data that was useful 

for measuring function coupling. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Borland Together Class Diagram 
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Figure 4.3: Enterprise Architect Class Diagram 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4: Imagix 4D Class / Component Diagram 
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Figure 4.5: JArchitect Class / Dependency Diagram 
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Figure 4.6: Rational Software Architect Class Diagram 
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Figure 4.7: Visual Paradigm Class Diagram 

 

 

Temporal Sequence Diagram 

Temporal sequence diagrams showed events happening inside a function over time. For 

the sake of detecting architecture deviation through automation, they were not as useful as 

other diagrams because they were overly focused on implementation event timing details 

that were unnecessary for architecture measurement concerns. Although it is technically 

possible to read through a temporal sequence diagram for each class in a program and 

manually count function calls, this has little difference from manually counting them by 

reading code directly (it may be faster to read code directly than visually interpret complex 

temporal sequence diagrams). The temporal sequence diagrams generated by the tools are 

shown in Figures 4.8 through 4.10. 
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Figure 4.8: Borland Together Temporal Sequence Diagram 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9: Imagix 4D Temporal Sequence / Component Call Diagram 
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Figure 4.10: Visual Paradigm Temporal Sequence Diagram 

 

 

 

 

Function Call Diagram 

Function call diagrams showed either a visual hierarchy of function call dependencies, a 

numerical count of the number of the times the function is called, or both sets of 

information. This type of diagram is generally quite useful for checking for architecture 

conformance provided that the function name has not changed between the implementation 

and the architecture. Interestingly enough, the tools that were capable of displaying this 

data used considerably different visual representations as shown in Figures 4.11 through 

4.13. This may be a concern when analyzing larger codebases in the future. 
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Figure 4.11: Borland Together Function Call Diagram 

 

 

Figure 4.12: Imagix 4D Function / Data Call Diagram 
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Figure 4.13: JArchitect Function Call Matrix 

 

 

Class Coupling Diagram 

Class coupling diagrams showed how a given class communicates with other classes in the 

source code. If classes can be mapped onto architecture components, then this becomes 

useful for validating that component communication dependencies are being followed as 

specified by the architecture. Class coupling information was incorporated into the class 

diagram for Rational Software Architect in Figure 4.6, and into the temporal sequence 

diagram for Imagix 4D in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.14: JArchitect Class Coupling Diagram 

 

 

Machine Parsable Output 

Machine parsable output is key to automation because it allows scripts to replace human 

involvement in comparing target architecture deviation metrics. Surprisingly, only Imagix 

4D supported this feature, though it still needed user actions to generate the data. This 

output was not in a standard format like JSON or XML, but it clearly could be parsed by a 

machine if a suitable parser was written. A brief snippet of Imagix 4D machine parsable 

output is shown in Figure 4.15 as follows: 
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Figure 4.15: Imagix 4D Machine Parsable Output 

gibberishA - Information about Function Calls with Variables 

Graph 

            project:    

c:/Users/Walter/Documents/Imagix/gibberishA.4D 

            database:   16 Jun 2015 (22:09) 

            data src:   Java Source Files 

            descript: 

 

            document:   16 Jun 2015 (22:30) 

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

addTranslation              

( LanguageBank.addTranslation(String,String,String) ) 

 

    Info 

        General Info 

            category:   method 

            kind:       regular 

            scope:      public 

            class:      LanguageBank 
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Figure 4.15 (continued): Imagix 4D Machine Parsable Output 

        Parameters 

            void        (return type) 

                        addTranslationSourceWord 

                        addTranslationTargetLanguage 

                        addTranslationTargetWord 

 

        Location 

            file:       c:/Users/Walter/Desktop/src/LanguageBank.java 

            line:       28 

            owner: 

            mod date:   16 Jun 2015 (22:01) 

 

 Metrics 

            decision depth:             1 

            fan in:                     1 

            transitive fan in:          2 

            fan out:                    2 

            transitive fan out:         2 

 

            intelligent content:        12 

            mental effort:              5263 

            program difficulty:         19 

            program volume:             277 
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Figure 4.15 (continued): Imagix 4D Machine Parsable Output 

            cyclomatic complexity:      3 

 

            decision density:           0.25 

            essential complexity:       1 

            essential density:          0.33 

            parameters:                 3 

            returns:                    1 

 

            variables in function:      6 

            lines in function:          20 

            lines of source code:       12 

            global vars used:           0 

     static vars used:           0 

 

    Calling Hierarchy 

        Called By 

            UserIOHandler.DisplayInputPrompt                                  

useriohandler.java 

                109 :   

addTranslationLanguageBank.addTranslation(addTranslationSourceWord, 

addTranslationTargetLanguage, addTranslationTargetWord); 
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Detected Deviations 

All six tools were used to attempt to measure the three metrics identified in section 

4.5. The only measurement that could consistently be made across all tools was the class 

variable/method allocation measurement. Most tools were also capable of detecting 

component dependency chain deviations assuming a 1:1 mapping of components to 

classes, although tools that were primarily designed for creating diagrams were unable to 

do so (i.e. Enterprise Architect and Visual Paradigm). Experiment deviation detection 

results between Gibberish Implementation B and the Gibberish reference architecture are 

shown in Table 4.7. 

None of the tools reviewed were capable of working without human assistance to 

analyze the data that they collected. However, it is encouraging to see that some were able 

to gather all of the target software measurements because it shows that it would still be 

possible for a future tool to gather and compare measurements without needing human 

assistance. Since current tools are capable of sufficient analysis to collect desired 

measurements, it is clear that having sufficient output and standalone operation are 

important for future automation. 
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Table 4.7: Experiment Tool Measurements 

 

Detected Class 

Method / 

Variable 

Deviations 

Detected 

Function / 

Method Call 

Cohesion 

Deviations 

Detected 

Component 

Dependency 

Chain 

Deviations 

Worked 

Without 

Human 

Assistance 

Borland 

Together 
Yes Yes Yes No 

Enterprise 

Architect 
Yes No No No 

Imagix 4D Yes Yes Yes No 

JArchitect Yes Yes Yes No 

IBM Rational 

Software 

Architect 

Yes No Yes No 

Visual 

Paradigm 
Yes No No No 
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4.7 TOOL VIABILITY FOR INDUSTRY USE 

 Due to the limited automation that the tools reviewed offer, it is unlikely that any 

of them could be used in a meaningful automated capacity. However, they could be used 

to help architects or developers have faster architecture reviews if an organization 

scheduled time for it. Since implementations can be done in a wide variety of languages, 

other tools would be required for other implementations in other languages besides Java. 

New analysis tools will likely need to be developed in house for some less popular 

languages. 
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Chapter 5 

Future Work 

5.1 AUTOMATED COMPARISONS IN DEVOPS WORKFLOWS 

 The importance of DevOps has increased throughout industry as new practices such 

as continuous integration, continuous delivery, and application containerization become 

more prevalent [31]. As more software becomes containerized and interacts with other 

layers of software, it will become even more important for it to behave consistently [32]. 

This is particularly relevant to new architectural designs such as collections of 

microservices because damage from propagated defects could affect multiple subsystems 

and/or product lines. Without having standard and consistent interfaces, architectural errors 

will greatly impact other complementary and dependent services. Automated architecture 

validation tests should be run on a regular basis, similarly to how unit tests are run on a 

regular basis in contemporary software development. This will provide two immediate 

benefits to any organization: it will allow architectural errors to be corrected earlier, and it 

will save architects/developers effort from having to manually review the architecture of 

an entire implementation. It has been well established that software errors tend to be 

cheaper to fix the earlier they are found in the software development cycle [33] and human 

time for architects and developers is expensive. 

 The traditional software development lifecycle describes a progression through a 

series of development stages where the output from each stage is assumed to be correct. It 

generally progresses as follows: requirements gathering, architecture design, code 

implementation, software testing, product release, and maintenance [33]. Regardless of the 

development model used (i.e. waterfall, agile, spiral, etc.) all stages must eventually be 

completed. Under current common development practices, unit tests help validate that the 
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software product satisfies key functional and nonfunctional requirements. In doing so, they 

introduce iteration in the development process by confirming that the development stage 

has met expectations set in the requirement stage. There is currently a disconnect in the 

software development lifecycle between validating and verifying that the expectations set 

in the architecture stage are being met in the development stage because of the lack of 

automatable tests. Just as it would be unmanageable for an organization to have developers 

manually review every line of code in each product release, it is also unmanageable to have 

software architects formally review every line of code in each iterative product release 

despite the financial and time investments originally put into the architecture. Architectural 

conformance tests help introduce the same kind of iterative review and validation between 

the architecture and development phases of the software development lifecycle that unit 

tests introduce between the requirement and development phases. 

 Unit tests have been used by the software development industry long enough that 

various development methodologies and best practices have emerged over time. 

Organizations use a variety of development methodologies to guide writing unit tests 

including: test driven development, behavior driven development, integration testing, 

system testing, bounded exhaustive testing, and many more. Architectural conformance 

tests are not yet widely adopted enough or mature enough to have field tested best practice 

recommendations. However, it would reasonable for an organization to treat them like unit 

tests and write them whenever they would normally write unit tests. For example, an 

organization that follows the test driven development methodology may find it easiest to 

map architectural components onto expected classes at the beginning of the implementation 

phase, and to write architecture conformance tests to assert that the mapping is correct 

before writing their implementation code. Alternatively, an organization with a 

development process that prefers writing tests after implementation code may take a more 
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iterative approach and write architecture conformance tests as each major product feature 

is completed. This will likely require more refinement and correction than test driven 

development to ensure architecture conformance, but this would also hold true for unit tests 

written after features are developed. This is a natural consequence of that type of 

development methodology regardless of whether architecture or functionality is being 

tested, and it may be preferred by some organizations despite the advantages inherent in 

writing unit and architecture tests before primary development begins. Ultimately, as long 

as tests with sufficient coverage get written and are proven to successfully pass before a 

product is released, then an organization will benefit from having them. The exact timing 

of when to write them will vary based on organizational development practices and 

experience, but it can be expected to write them sometime either before or during the 

development phase. Over time, other best practices may be discovered if architecture 

conformance tests become mainstream and gain wide enough adoption by the software 

development industry. One interesting possibility would be generating architecture 

conformance tests from an architecture reference design directly into target implementation 

languages. In this case, an architect may be able to generate tests for the development team 

to fulfill as development progresses. 

5.2 RETURN ON INVESTMENT FOR ARCHITECTURE DEVIATION TESTING 

 Architectural conformance tests can provide significant return on investment by 

ensuring consistent long term product quality, showing error trends in the development 

process, and facilitating long term sustainability for reusable software components. Their 

investment cost model will resemble the expenses associated with unit tests in that the 

initial test implementation may be expensive [33], but long term reuse of the architecture 

test suite over the product lifecycle will offset the initial cost. This is particularly important 
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for product families that share a common architecture because an architecture test suite can 

be reused across any implementation that uses the same implementation language, and this 

may help to offset the investment cost in architecture tests. An architecture defect is 

generally more expensive to repair after a product is released, and this effect is amplified 

when it occurs in a product family that shares defective code. It is likely far more cost 

effective to invest upfront in tests that ensure architecture conformance for a product family 

than to risk having to patch multiple products released on the market (if that is even feasible 

or possible – some products such as embedded systems are not trivial to update). 

 By tracking architecture drift through regular automated tests, an organization can 

gain useful data and metrics on their development processes and methodology. This is 

useful for identifying development tasks that have unwanted negative trends and allow an 

organization to adjust their process as needed. For example, an organization that maintains 

an architecture conformance test suite may notice that architecture errors in 

implementations are being introduced whenever security hotfixes are developed for their 

product. Having access to this kind of data would allow the organization to consider 

adjusting their hotfix release process to help reduce error injection frequency. Without 

tracking architecture conformance, they would have unknowingly drifted further from their 

reference architecture every time an update was released, and further increased their 

technical debt burden. 

 As more private and open source software components are reused across projects, 

it will become increasingly more important to verify that they follow their intended 

architecture. As a real world example of this, Apple Inc. publicly criticized the OpenSSL 

architecture as being unstable between releases, and has gone as far as to deprecate it in 

OS X and iOS in favor of their own component instead [34]. Though the benefits of reusing 

software components are obvious, they come with the responsibility of testing components 
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to ensure that they work as intended. This should be done for requirements conformance 

and architecture conformance to ensure that the shared code has as little unintended impact 

on its target project as possible. The financial impact and subsequent loss of 

organization/product reputation from a fundamentally flawed product is not to be 

underestimated. This could also raise serious legal questions if a software product that 

involves human lives had an architecture fault in its implementation that could have been 

detected earlier rather than stumbled upon later. Investing in architecture conformance 

testing is preferable to suffering the consequences of being responsible for a product that 

grows into an increasingly unknown and potentially unstable architecture. 

5.3 COLLABORATION WITH OPEN SOURCE COMMUNITIES 

 As shown in Chapter 3.1, only 8 out of the 16 architecture recovery tools created in 

the academic community have made source code available. Only 4 of those 8 tools have 

been updated within the past 8 years. None of the academic architecture recovery tools 

surveyed had their source code available on popular open source communities such as 

github [35] or bitbucket [36]. This is indicative of a general disconnect between the 

software architecture researchers of academia and the open source community. It would 

probably benefit these projects and their research to make their code available in an open 

source community location to encourage greater visibility and further collaboration. 

Popular tools would be more likely to receive updates from open source contributors, and 

greater visibility in general would open more commercial opportunities. This would also 

have the added benefit of having public mirrors of research tools – it was quite difficult to 

track some of them down during the writing of this report. The Xen project is a good 

example of an academic research project that has greatly benefited from being open 
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sourced through greater market adoption and developer participation [37]. Architecture 

recovery tools could benefit from this kind of collaboration as well. 

5.4 TOOL SHORTCOMINGS AND IMPROVEMENT SUGGESTIONS 

 The biggest shortcoming across all of the commercial tools that were reviewed in 

this report is that none of them are easily scriptable, and that they all require a graphical 

user interface to check architecture software metrics. If architecture unit tests are going to 

be integrated into DevOps workflows in the future, then adequate scriptable tool support 

is imperative. It would be preferable to have a program that could run on the command line 

and generate machine parsable output so that it could be integrated into various testing 

systems and/or continuous integration systems. 

5.5 STANDARD ARCHITECTURE EXCHANGE FORMATS 

 Since implementations can be done across a variety of languages in contrast to an 

architecture, it may be desirable to compare architectural deviation between different 

implementations of the same product or across similar product lines that span multiple 

implementation languages. For these types of scenarios, it would be helpful to have a 

common architectural conformance output format where implementation classes and 

components could be related. This would allow architecture conformance data from 

different implementations to be recorded and tracked over time, as well as facilitate 

comparisons with other languages. It is important to have a single common format used for 

the sake of aggregating architecture conformance metrics from multiple products and/or 

implementation languages into a continuous integration or reporting system. It is likely that 

various implementation languages will need to have their own separate architecture 

conformance tools, and a common format will help ensure overall interoperability for 

analysis purposes. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

Software development organizations of all types could benefit from improved 

software architecture validation. Companies put significant resources into designing 

software architectures with desirable qualities, and automated validation can ensure that 

these qualities are preserved in code implementations. Furthermore, integrating this 

validation procedure into the development process can help catch architecture deviations 

earlier in the software development lifecycle, allowing them to be repaired at a lower cost. 

Just as the industry has benefitted from incorporating regular unit tests into development 

processes, it could benefit from incorporating architecture validation tests as well. 

There is currently no dominant tool or suite for architecture validation in part due 

to the need to support so many different implementation languages. However, some 

architecture recovery tools can be repurposed for validation purposes. The tools reviewed 

in this report may not lend themselves well to scriptable environments, but they do serve 

as a strong proof of concept that architecture validation at the implementation layer is 

possible if appropriate measurements can be taken. Three of these metrics were identified 

when running validation experiments on the Gibberish dictionary application (assuming 

that classes can be mapped to components in either a 1:1 correlation, or a known mapping 

across multiple classes.): class variable/method allocation measurement, function call 

dependency measurement, and component dependency measurement. There may be more 

validation measurements and metrics that have yet to be discovered. 

Out of all of the tools reviewed during the experiment, Imagix 4D was the most 

promising due to its ability to detect all three architecture validation metrics and generate 

machine parsable output. It shows a glimpse of what future tools designed for architecture 
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validation will be capable of and how they might be integrated into development 

workflows. 
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Appendix A 

Gibberish Dictionary Original Java Implementation 

Main.java: 
 
package 
com.walterscarborough.utexas.mastersreport.gibberish.origin
al; 
 
public class Main { 
 
    public static void main(String[] args) { 
   // write your code here 
        UserIOHandler userIOHandler = new UserIOHandler(); 
 
        userIOHandler.displayInputPrompt(); 
    } 
} 

 
UserIOHandler.java: 
 
package 
com.walterscarborough.utexas.mastersreport.gibberish.origin
al; 
 
import java.util.Scanner; 
 
/** 
 * Created by walter on 15/06/09. 
 */ 
public class UserIOHandler { 
    public String collectUserInput() { 
        Scanner scanner = new Scanner(System.in); 
 
        String userInput = scanner.nextLine(); 
 
        //System.out.println("input was " + userInput); 
 
        return userInput; 
    } 
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    public void displayInputPrompt() { 
 
        String userActionGreeting = "Welcome to the Gibberish 
Dictionary!" 
                + "\n" 
                + "\n" 
                + "What would you like to do?" 
                + "\n" 
                + "1 - Lookup Word" 
                + "\n" 
                + "2 - Add Translation" 
                + "\n" 
                + "3 - Remove Translation" 
                + "\n" 
                ; 
 
 
        System.out.println(userActionGreeting); 
 
        String userAction = this.collectUserInput(); 
 
        switch (userAction) { 
            case "1": 
 
                String userInputGreeting = "\n" 
                    + "Please enter the word that you would 
like translated." 
                    + "\n" 
                    + "e.g. hello" 
                    + "\n" 
                    ; 
 
                System.out.println(userInputGreeting); 
 
                String userInput = this.collectUserInput(); 
 
                String languageInputGreeting = "\n" 
                        + "Great, thanks. Which language would 
you like to use?" 
                        + "\n" 
                        + "e.g. Japanese" 
                        + "\n" 
                        ; 
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                System.out.println(languageInputGreeting); 
 
                String languageInput = 
this.collectUserInput(); 
 
                LanguageHandler languageHandler = new 
LanguageHandler(); 
                String translatedWord = 
languageHandler.lookupInputWord(userInput, languageInput); 
 
                String outputMessage = "\n" 
                        + "Your translation is: '" + 
translatedWord + "'." 
                        + "\n" 
                        + "Thanks!" 
                        ; 
 
                this.displayOutput(outputMessage); 
                break; 
 
            case "2": 
 
                String addTranslationGreeting = "\n" 
                        + "Please enter the word that you would 
like to translate." 
                        + "\n" 
                        + "e.g. hello" 
                        + "\n" 
                        ; 
 
                System.out.println(addTranslationGreeting); 
 
                String addTranslationSourceWord = 
this.collectUserInput(); 
 
                String addTranslationLanguageGreeting = "\n" 
                        + "Great, thanks. Which language would 
you like to translate it into?" 
                        + "\n" 
                        + "e.g. Japanese" 
                        + "\n" 
                        ; 
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System.out.println(addTranslationLanguageGreeting); 
 
                String addTranslationTargetLanguage = 
this.collectUserInput(); 
 
                String addTranslationTargetWordGreeting = "\n" 
                        + "What is the translation in the 
target language?" 
                        + "\n" 
                        ; 
 
                
System.out.println(addTranslationTargetWordGreeting); 
 
                String addTranslationTargetWord= 
this.collectUserInput(); 
 
                LanguageBank addTranslationLanguageBank = new 
LanguageBank(); 
                
addTranslationLanguageBank.addTranslation(addTranslationSou
rceWord, addTranslationTargetLanguage, 
addTranslationTargetWord); 
 
                String addTranslationOutputMessage = "\n" 
                        + "Thanks for adding that!" 
                        ; 
 
                
this.displayOutput(addTranslationOutputMessage); 
 
                break; 
 
            case "3": 
 
                String removeTranslationGreeting = "\n" 
                        + "Please enter the source language 
word that you would like to remove." 
                        + "\n" 
                        + "e.g. hello" 
                        + "\n" 
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                        ; 
 
                System.out.println(removeTranslationGreeting); 
 
                String removeTranslationSourceWord = 
this.collectUserInput(); 
 
                String removeTranslationLanguageGreeting = 
"\n" 
                        + "Great, thanks. Which language would 
you like to remove it from?" 
                        + "\n" 
                        + "e.g. Japanese" 
                        + "\n" 
                        ; 
 
                
System.out.println(removeTranslationLanguageGreeting); 
 
                String removeTranslationTargetLanguage = 
this.collectUserInput(); 
 
                LanguageBank removeTranslationLanguageBank = 
new LanguageBank(); 
                
removeTranslationLanguageBank.removeTranslation(removeTrans
lationSourceWord, removeTranslationTargetLanguage); 
 
                String removeTranslationOutputMessage = "\n" 
                        + "Removal complete. Thanks!" 
                        ; 
 
                
this.displayOutput(removeTranslationOutputMessage); 
 
 
                break; 
        } 
    } 
 
    public void displayOutput(String outputMessage) { 
        System.out.println(outputMessage); 
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    } 
} 
 
LanguageHandler.java: 

 
package 
com.walterscarborough.utexas.mastersreport.gibberish.origin
al; 
 
import com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.ObjectMapper; 
import com.fasterxml.jackson.core.type.TypeReference; 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.lang.String; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.HashMap; 
import java.util.List; 
 
 
/** 
 * Created by walter on 15/06/09. 
 */ 
public class LanguageHandler { 
 
    List<HashMap<String, String>> unknownWordLog = new 
ArrayList<HashMap<String, String>>(); 
    List<HashMap<String, String>> lookupActionLog = new 
ArrayList<HashMap<String, String>>(); 
 
    public LanguageHandler() { 
 
        ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper(); 
 
        try { 
            this.unknownWordLog = mapper.readValue(new 
File("unknownWordLog.json"), new 
TypeReference<List<HashMap<String,String>>>() {}); 
            this.lookupActionLog = mapper.readValue(new 
File("lookupActionLog.json"), new 
TypeReference<List<HashMap<String,String>>>() {}); 
        } 
        catch (IOException e) { 
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            // No op 
            //System.out.println("serialization ex is: " + 
e); 
        } 
    } 
 
    public String lookupInputWord(String inputWord, String 
targetLanguage) { 
 
        LanguageBank languageBank = new LanguageBank(); 
 
        if (targetLanguage.equals("Japanese") && 
languageBank.languageStorage.get(targetLanguage).containsKe
y(inputWord)) { 
 
            // Default lookup logging 
            this.logLookupAction(inputWord, targetLanguage); 
 
            String translatedWord = 
languageBank.languageStorage.get(targetLanguage).get(inputW
ord); 
 
            return translatedWord; 
        } 
        else { 
 
            // Unknown lookup logging 
            this.logUnknownWord(inputWord, targetLanguage); 
        } 
 
        return ""; 
    } 
 
    public void logUnknownWord(String inputWord, String 
targetLanguage) { 
 
        try { 
            HashMap<String, String> lookup = new HashMap<>(); 
            lookup.put("word", inputWord); 
            lookup.put("targetLanguage", targetLanguage); 
            this.unknownWordLog.add(lookup); 
        } 
        catch (Exception e) { 
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            // No op 
        } 
 
        try { 
            ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper(); 
            mapper.writeValue(new 
File("unknownWordLog.json"), this.unknownWordLog); 
        } catch (IOException e) { 
            // No op 
        } 
    } 
 
    public void logLookupAction(String inputWord, String 
targetLanguage) { 
 
        try { 
            HashMap<String, String> lookup = new HashMap<>(); 
            lookup.put("word", inputWord); 
            lookup.put("targetLanguage", targetLanguage); 
            this.lookupActionLog.add(lookup); 
        } 
        catch (Exception e) { 
            // No op 
        } 
 
        try { 
            ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper(); 
            mapper.writeValue(new 
File("lookupActionLog.json"), this.lookupActionLog); 
        } catch (IOException e) { 
            System.out.println("logLookup exception: " + e); 
            // No op 
        } 
    } 
} 
 
 

LanguageBank.java: 

 
package 
com.walterscarborough.utexas.mastersreport.gibberish.origin
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al; 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.HashMap; 
import java.util.Map; 
 
import com.fasterxml.jackson.core.type.TypeReference; 
import com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.ObjectMapper; 
 
/** 
 * Created by walter on 15/06/09. 
 */ 
public class LanguageBank { 
 
    Map<String, HashMap<String, String>> languageStorage = 
new HashMap<String, HashMap<String, String>>(); 
 
    public LanguageBank() { 
 
        ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper(); 
 
        try { 
            this.languageStorage = mapper.readValue(new 
File("languageStorage.json"), new 
TypeReference<HashMap<String, HashMap<String,String>>>() 
{}); 
        } 
        catch (IOException e) { 
            // No op 
        } 
    } 
 
    public void addTranslation(String 
addTranslationSourceWord, String 
addTranslationTargetLanguage, String 
addTranslationTargetWord) { 
        // put in this.languageStorage 
 
        HashMap<String, String> targetLanguageHash = 
this.languageStorage.get(addTranslationTargetLanguage); 
 
        if (targetLanguageHash.isEmpty()) { 
            targetLanguageHash = new HashMap<String, 
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String>(); 
        } 
 
        targetLanguageHash.put(addTranslationSourceWord, 
addTranslationTargetWord); 
 
        
this.languageStorage.put(addTranslationTargetLanguage, 
targetLanguageHash); 
 
        try { 
            ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper(); 
            mapper.writeValue(new 
File("languageStorage.json"), this.languageStorage); 
        } catch (IOException e) { 
            // No op 
        } 
    } 
 
    public void removeTranslation(String 
removeTranslationSourceWord, String 
removeTranslationTargetLanguage) { 
        HashMap<String, String> targetLanguageHash = 
this.languageStorage.get(removeTranslationTargetLanguage); 
 
        if (targetLanguageHash.isEmpty()) { 
            targetLanguageHash = new HashMap<String, 
String>(); 
        } 
 
        
targetLanguageHash.remove(removeTranslationSourceWord); 
 
        
this.languageStorage.put(removeTranslationTargetLanguage, 
targetLanguageHash); 
 
        try { 
            ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper(); 
            mapper.writeValue(new 
File("languageStorage.json"), this.languageStorage); 
        } catch (IOException e) { 
            // No op 
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        } 
    } 
} 
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Appendix B 

Gibberish Dictionary Deviation Java Implementation 

Main.java: 

 
package 
com.walterscarborough.utexas.mastersreport.gibberish.deviat
ion; 
 
public class Main { 
 
    public static void main(String[] args) { 
   // write your code here 
        UserIOHandler userIOHandler = new UserIOHandler(); 
 
        userIOHandler.displayInputPrompt(); 
    } 
} 

 

 

UserIOHandler.java: 

 
package 
com.walterscarborough.utexas.mastersreport.gibberish.deviat
ion; 
 
import java.util.Scanner; 
 
/** 
 * Created by walter on 15/06/09. 
 */ 
public class UserIOHandler { 
    public String collectUserInput() { 
        Scanner scanner = new Scanner(System.in); 
 
        String userInput = scanner.nextLine(); 
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        //System.out.println("input was " + userInput); 
 
        return userInput; 
    } 
 
    public void displayInputPrompt() { 
 
        String userActionGreeting = "Welcome to the Gibberish 
Dictionary!" 
                + "\n" 
                + "\n" 
                + "What would you like to do?" 
                + "\n" 
                + "1 - Lookup Word" 
                + "\n" 
                + "2 - Add Translation" 
                + "\n" 
                + "3 - Remove Translation" 
                + "\n" 
                ; 
 
 
        this.displayOutput(userActionGreeting); 
 
        String userAction = this.collectUserInput(); 
 
        switch (userAction) { 
            case "1": 
                this.lookupWordAction(); 
                break; 
 
            case "2": 
                this.addTranslationAction(); 
                break; 
 
            case "3": 
                this.removeTranslationAction(); 
                break; 
        } 
    } 
 
    public void displayOutput(String outputMessage) { 
        System.out.println(outputMessage); 
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    } 
 
    public void lookupWordAction() { 
        String userInputGreeting = "\n" 
                + "Please enter the word that you would like 
translated." 
                + "\n" 
                + "e.g. hello" 
                + "\n" 
                ; 
 
        this.displayOutput(userInputGreeting); 
 
        String userInput = this.collectUserInput(); 
 
        String languageInputGreeting = "\n" 
                + "Great, thanks. Which language would you 
like to use?" 
                + "\n" 
                + "e.g. Japanese" 
                + "\n" 
                ; 
 
        this.displayOutput(languageInputGreeting); 
 
        String languageInput = this.collectUserInput(); 
 
        LanguageBank languageBank = new LanguageBank(); 
        String translatedWord = 
languageBank.lookupInputWord(userInput, languageInput); 
 
        String outputMessage = "\n" 
                + "Your translation is: '" + translatedWord + 
"'." 
                + "\n" 
                + "Thanks!" 
                ; 
 
        this.displayOutput(outputMessage); 
    } 
 
    public void addTranslationAction() { 
        String addTranslationGreeting = "\n" 
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                + "Please enter the word that you would like 
to translate." 
                + "\n" 
                + "e.g. hello" 
                + "\n" 
                ; 
 
        this.displayOutput(addTranslationGreeting); 
 
        String addTranslationSourceWord = 
this.collectUserInput(); 
 
        String addTranslationLanguageGreeting = "\n" 
                + "Great, thanks. Which language would you 
like to translate it into?" 
                + "\n" 
                + "e.g. Japanese" 
                + "\n" 
                ; 
 
        this.displayOutput(addTranslationLanguageGreeting); 
 
        String addTranslationTargetLanguage = 
this.collectUserInput(); 
 
        String addTranslationTargetWordGreeting = "\n" 
                + "What is the translation in the target 
language?" 
                + "\n" 
                ; 
 
        this.displayOutput(addTranslationTargetWordGreeting); 
 
        String addTranslationTargetWord= 
this.collectUserInput(); 
 
        LanguageBank addTranslationLanguageBank = new 
LanguageBank(); 
        
addTranslationLanguageBank.addTranslation(addTranslationSou
rceWord, addTranslationTargetLanguage, 
addTranslationTargetWord); 
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        String addTranslationOutputMessage = "\n" 
                + "Thanks for adding that!" 
                ; 
 
        this.displayOutput(addTranslationOutputMessage); 
 
    } 
 
    public void removeTranslationAction() { 
        String removeTranslationGreeting = "\n" 
                + "Please enter the source language word that 
you would like to remove." 
                + "\n" 
                + "e.g. hello" 
                + "\n" 
                ; 
 
        this.displayOutput(removeTranslationGreeting); 
 
        String removeTranslationSourceWord = 
this.collectUserInput(); 
 
        String removeTranslationLanguageGreeting = "\n" 
                + "Great, thanks. Which language would you 
like to remove it from?" 
                + "\n" 
                + "e.g. Japanese" 
                + "\n" 
                ; 
 
        
this.displayOutput(removeTranslationLanguageGreeting); 
 
        String removeTranslationTargetLanguage = 
this.collectUserInput(); 
 
        LanguageBank removeTranslationLanguageBank = new 
LanguageBank(); 
        
removeTranslationLanguageBank.removeTranslation(removeTrans
lationSourceWord, removeTranslationTargetLanguage); 
 
        String removeTranslationOutputMessage = "\n" 
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                + "Removal complete. Thanks!" 
                ; 
 
        this.displayOutput(removeTranslationOutputMessage); 
    } 
} 

 

 

LanguageHandler.java: 

 
package 
com.walterscarborough.utexas.mastersreport.gibberish.deviat
ion; 
 
import com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.ObjectMapper; 
import com.fasterxml.jackson.core.type.TypeReference; 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.lang.String; 
import java.util.ArrayList; 
import java.util.HashMap; 
import java.util.List; 
 
 
/** 
 * Created by walter on 15/06/09. 
 */ 
public class LanguageHandler { 
 
    List<HashMap<String, String>> unknownWordLog = new 
ArrayList<HashMap<String, String>>(); 
    List<HashMap<String, String>> lookupActionLog = new 
ArrayList<HashMap<String, String>>(); 
 
    public LanguageHandler() { 
 
        ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper(); 
 
        try { 
            this.unknownWordLog = mapper.readValue(new 
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File("unknownWordLog.json"), new 
TypeReference<List<HashMap<String,String>>>() {}); 
            this.lookupActionLog = mapper.readValue(new 
File("lookupActionLog.json"), new 
TypeReference<List<HashMap<String,String>>>() {}); 
        } 
        catch (IOException e) { 
            // No op 
            //System.out.println("serialization ex is: " + 
e); 
        } 
    } 
 
    public void logUnknownWord(String inputWord, String 
targetLanguage) { 
 
        try { 
            HashMap<String, String> lookup = new HashMap<>(); 
            lookup.put("word", inputWord); 
            lookup.put("targetLanguage", targetLanguage); 
            this.unknownWordLog.add(lookup); 
        } 
        catch (Exception e) { 
            // No op 
        } 
 
        try { 
            ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper(); 
            mapper.writeValue(new 
File("unknownWordLog.json"), this.unknownWordLog); 
        } catch (IOException e) { 
            // No op 
        } 
    } 
 
    public void logLookupAction(String inputWord, String 
targetLanguage) { 
 
        try { 
            HashMap<String, String> lookup = new HashMap<>(); 
            lookup.put("word", inputWord); 
            lookup.put("targetLanguage", targetLanguage); 
            this.lookupActionLog.add(lookup); 
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        } 
        catch (Exception e) { 
            // No op 
        } 
 
        try { 
            ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper(); 
            mapper.writeValue(new 
File("lookupActionLog.json"), this.lookupActionLog); 
        } catch (IOException e) { 
            System.out.println("logLookup exception: " + e); 
            // No op 
        } 
    } 
} 

 

 

LanguageBank.java: 

 
package 
com.walterscarborough.utexas.mastersreport.gibberish.deviat
ion; 
 
import java.io.*; 
import java.util.HashMap; 
import java.util.Map; 
 
import com.fasterxml.jackson.core.type.TypeReference; 
import com.fasterxml.jackson.databind.ObjectMapper; 
 
/** 
 * Created by walter on 15/06/09. 
 */ 
public class LanguageBank { 
 
    Map<String, HashMap<String, String>> languageStorage = 
new HashMap<String, HashMap<String, String>>(); 
 
    public LanguageBank() { 
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        ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper(); 
 
        try { 
            this.languageStorage = mapper.readValue(new 
File("languageStorage.json"), new 
TypeReference<HashMap<String, HashMap<String,String>>>() 
{}); 
        } 
        catch (IOException e) { 
            // No op 
        } 
    } 
 
    public String lookupInputWord(String inputWord, String 
targetLanguage) { 
 
        LanguageHandler languageHandler = new 
LanguageHandler(); 
 
        if (targetLanguage.equals("Japanese") && 
this.languageStorage.get(targetLanguage).containsKey(inputW
ord)) { 
 
            // Default lookup logging 
            languageHandler.logLookupAction(inputWord, 
targetLanguage); 
 
            String translatedWord = 
this.languageStorage.get(targetLanguage).get(inputWord); 
 
            return translatedWord; 
        } 
        else { 
 
            // Unknown lookup logging 
            languageHandler.logUnknownWord(inputWord, 
targetLanguage); 
        } 
 
        return ""; 
    } 
 
    public void addTranslation(String 
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addTranslationSourceWord, String 
addTranslationTargetLanguage, String 
addTranslationTargetWord) { 
        // put in this.languageStorage 
 
        HashMap<String, String> targetLanguageHash = 
this.languageStorage.get(addTranslationTargetLanguage); 
 
        if (targetLanguageHash.isEmpty()) { 
            targetLanguageHash = new HashMap<String, 
String>(); 
        } 
 
        targetLanguageHash.put(addTranslationSourceWord, 
addTranslationTargetWord); 
 
        
this.languageStorage.put(addTranslationTargetLanguage, 
targetLanguageHash); 
 
        try { 
            ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper(); 
            mapper.writeValue(new 
File("languageStorage.json"), this.languageStorage); 
        } catch (IOException e) { 
            // No op 
        } 
    } 
 
    public void removeTranslation(String 
removeTranslationSourceWord, String 
removeTranslationTargetLanguage) { 
        HashMap<String, String> targetLanguageHash = 
this.languageStorage.get(removeTranslationTargetLanguage); 
 
        if (targetLanguageHash.isEmpty()) { 
            targetLanguageHash = new HashMap<String, 
String>(); 
        } 
 
        
targetLanguageHash.remove(removeTranslationSourceWord); 
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this.languageStorage.put(removeTranslationTargetLanguage, 
targetLanguageHash); 
 
        try { 
            ObjectMapper mapper = new ObjectMapper(); 
            mapper.writeValue(new 
File("languageStorage.json"), this.languageStorage); 
        } catch (IOException e) { 
            // No op 
        } 
    } 
} 
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